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this document is from the cornell university library's ... - the letters of wyndham lewis have been
identified when possible by the corresponding number of the published text in william k. rose 's letters of wyndham lewis (london: methuen, 1963): graphic works are identified by citations to walter michel 's
wyndham lewis , painting s and drawings (london: thames & hudson, 197 1). merlyn evans : exchange
artist in residence, the school of ... - the letters of wyndham lewis. edited by w. k. rose, 1963 directories
who's who in art. 1962 who's who. 1964 encyclopedie de l'art international contemporain. articles prism des
arts. no. 5 october 1956 les arts graphiques. october 1956 quadrum no. 5 j.p. hodin. 1958 quadrum no. 5. j. p.
hodin. 1958 art news (america). john russell. university of victoria special collections fox, c. j ... - 3.8 the
letters of wyndham lewis edited by w. k. rose ( methuen, 1963) - correspondence, reviews 3.9 magazines,
publishers and media - correspondence, articles, notes 3.10 manchester wyndham lewis exhibition
(1980-1981) - correspondence, publicity, articles 3.11 manuscripts and typescripts (1) modernism, the
market and the institution of the new - 1 ‘changing the changing’: wyndham lewis and the new modernist
ascendancy 33 2 laura riding, modernist fashion and the individual talent 77 3 the immolation of the artist:
henry miller and the ‘hot-house geniuses’ 111 4 investing in the modernist legacy: objectivist adventures in
the ‘pound tradition’ 138 fascist ideas in english literature - tandfonline - non-englishness: pound, eliot
and wyndham lewis were american in origin, yeats irish., campbell south african while even lawrence, though
english-born, was of working-class origin—unusual for writers of literature in 1910. there is a vitality, a
determination to change, noticeable in the poems and letters of pound, a. s. bessa vers: une architecture ubu - 2 in 1929, when inquiring whether wyndham lewis might be willing to design decorative initials for his
aquila edition of cavalcanti, pound observed, “as one can’t get architecture or even mural stuff done one
retreats to printed page.” pound/lewis: the letters of ezra pound and wyndham lewis, ed. by timothy materer
(ny: modernist writers and the marketplace - springer - modernist writers and the marketplace i edited
by ian r. willison, warwick gould, and warren chemaik. ... 11 the metamorphoses of wyndham lewis's the
human age: medium, intertextuality, genre 258 ... of the collected letters of w. b. pound in multiple
perspective - springer - wyndham lewis in robert fraser (ed.), sir james frazer and the literary imagination
(1990); and articles on wilkie collins, conrad, pound, lessing and aldiss in various learned journals. he edited
the arabian nights in english literature (1988). he is founder and organiser of the inter-university wyndham
lewis seminar, and is guide to pound mss - indiana university bloomington - pound mss. ii the pound
mss. ii, 1900-1973, consist primarily of letters sent to poet ezra loomis pound, ... wyndham lewis, marianne
moore); from accomplished musicians, linguists and scholars, to young students, clerics, artists, and fanatics
about ... letters from bedford to the pounds that are in the main portion of the collection. the new york
public library henry w. and albert a. berg ... - there are also letters relating to the author, dating from
1936 to 1965, between various correspondents including roy campbell, leonard clark, richard church, geoffrey
grigson, randall jarrell, wyndham lewis, humphrey searle, and others. there are letters to sitwell from gordon
bottomley, stella bowen, roy campbell, augustus john, carson the laws of verse : the poetry of alice
meynell and its ... - the poetry of alice meynell and its literary contexts, 1875-1923 a dissertation submitted
to the graduate faculty of the louisiana state university and agricultural and mechanical college in partial
fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of doctor of philosophy in the department of english by jared
hromadka new entrances to capen and lockwood libraries message from ... - rose orcutt kathleen
quinlivan . design and graphics. rose orcutt . ... letters, and art works to be a treasure trove for investigators
and felt she was in “heaven” while immersed in our lewis collection. ... next to wyndham lewis’ vibrant fulllength portrait of samuel capen, the university at buffalo’s influential ... stephen spender - normanc.utexas
- mare, andré gide, wyndham lewis, george orwell, h. g. wells, virginia woolf, david wright, and others. files
from his literary ... letters: 3 als to ackerley, joe randolph, 16 august 1961, 10 june and 16 october no year.
container ... rose, 24 december no year. removed from pr 6037 p47 r4 1947 hrc copy 1. 2 als to moult,
thomas, 2 september ...
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